Formats lor

LEARNING THROUGH DISCUSSTON
Discussion

Here are some suggested discussion formats for use following the showing of an episode of
..HOW SHOULD WE THEN
LIVE?''

I.

NEAC|OAS PAflEI

2.

EXPER|S PAflEI

Four or five panel members begin a discussion with a 2 or 3 minute comment on any aspect of
the film. The moderator opens the discussion to the audience or refers back to the pinel to pick
up one of the other's comments.
This could be made up of three or four or more people who are well versed in a particular area
For example you might have a historian, a theologian, a Btble schola. and an educator or an artist. The panel would discuss the film among themselves lirst, then get the audience into the
discussion As leader you'll need to make sure this doesn't turn into a question and answer
session (See sectron, "The Art of Discussion ")

3. OflE-DtA OtSCASSnfl rcADEn
You don't need a panel. One person can serve as a moderator for the exchange of rdeas from
the floor. Again, however, he should remember that he doesn't have to answe-r questions and
probably shouldn't.Je caught passing as an expert. He's a facilitator and expeditor. His job is to
keep the I!_qW c)fjdeas go-ing back and torth.
1. SUAU Gi0UPS
lf the audience is not too large and the auditorium lends itsell to it, you could break into smal
groups for discussion. The advantage oI this obviously is that more people can be invotved and
that, after all, is the goat.
lf possible, have leaders chosen and prepared for each srnall group lf not, you should at reast
have discussion guestions ready to announce from the floor for ali groups and let each group
choose a leader stress, however, that the leaders don't have to be more knowledgeable than
everyone erse in the group. They srmpry have to be leaders and keep the discus;ron going.

The Art

ol

Discussion

It's easy to write down "discussion to follow lilm". lt's another matter to ensure that this time in
the program comes off successtully. Many well-intentioned discussions have lapsed into awxward silences or into one-person soapbox orations where very litfle learning takes place
Discussion is one of the best learning tools available and can maximise the use of the film
series. The audience has soaked up informatron for thirty minutes during ti,e fitm and neecrs to
stretch their minds to try to integrate this material with therr own knowiedge and expeflence.

A discussion of "How sHouLD wE THEN LlvE?" can benelit a viewer ii) severar ways;
1.lt gets him to review the film, to tum over the content in hrs mind, to think about it and anatyze
it.

2.ln a discussion he begins to appty the content to his own world. ls it consistent with what he
has leamed? What does it mean tor him?

3.when he verbarizes what he has seen and heard, he appropriates ano retains more or it than
he has in the semi-passive state ot watching the fitm.

It's important to remember that the purpose of the discussion is not to add rnformation. ln a
discussion you draw concrusions, interences, ressons, etc., from wnat you nara aii"rov
and heard. That's why it isn't nec€ssary to have a panel of experts. VoL Oo.,aa,f p"opra ""a"
*no
can help the group weigh and sift the ideas arready presented, but not neteJJariiy-d aoo
to
what Dr. Schaeffer has already presented
A planned discussion can easily turn into nothing more than a question and answer session and
you can see the difterence A question and answer time wi onry prorong
tne type ti l""rn,.,g
experience whrch has gone on during the film itsetf, but wiI not get the riitener'tL prt
ni" o*n
mind in ge^A6 He simply absorbs more data.

Film generally communicates strongly on an emotional level, and film discussions, therefore,
tend to center on "feelings". This series of lilms, however, by its very nature, communicates
more on a head or rational level. lt conveys a lot of inlormation. and discussions therelore will
center more on what we "think" about the content rather than what we "feel" about the people
and events.

The Discussion Leader
No matter what type ol lormat you choose, you'll need a leader and he'll need some skills to ensure a stimulating and profitable discussion. Here are some pointers tor discussion l€aders:
'l.Have a few good questions ready to begin or to use when there is a lull in the discussion.
fhese might be easy questions asking for an opinion. The idea is to prime the pump and get
the ideas flowing.
2 Don't let one person monopolize the discussion with long speeches. You might even have lo
rnterrupt someone who won't stop with a polite, "thank you, our time is limited."

3.Select people you know in the group to whom you can direct questions or solicit an opinion,
but warn them ahead of time i, necessary.
4.Keep the discussion moving to different topics. Again, the purpose is not to say everything
that can be said on one topic, but to help the audience think about and assimilate the ideas in

the film.

A Trap To Avoid
It will be natural for the audience to look to you as the pastor or leader for answers. The content

SHOULO wE THEN LIVE" is intellectually stimulating and invariably brings lorth
questions on a wide variety of topics--history, theology, philosophy, sociology, etc. Very few
people have the wealth of knowledge to answer all of these questions, and, of course, they
shouldn't try.

ol "HOW

The point here is that you need not be caught in the position where you're expected to know all
the answers. There is a difference between a leader and an expert. ln this case, Dr. Schaetfer is
the expert and you are the leader, the expeditor.
Make that clear to the group as you begin. lf you have an area of expertise, e.g., Bible study or
theology. you may shine as the discussion centers in that area and limit your comments in other
areas.
The pornt is simply that, unless you're carefut, the audience can expect you to be a local version

of Or. Schaelter. You can avoid that trap by explaining your position at the beginning.

